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Abstract

This paper presents Edge-Guided (E-G), an optimized text preprocessing technique for compression purposes.
It transforms the original text into a word net, which stores all relationships between adjoining words. A
specific directed graph is proposed to model this transformation: words are stored in vertices, whereas edges
represent word transitions. Thus, the word net has a text representation which reflects the natural word
order in the text, so it can be used directly for encoding purposes. A specific coding scheme is described at
the top of the word net. It regards a text as a sequence of word transitions, in such a way that each word is
encoded by traversing a specific edge from the vertex which stores the preceding word. This accomplishes
a 1-order text preprocessing whose output is an intermediate byte representation that can be effectively
encoded with universal techniques. This technique is called E-G1 and performs on some variants.

This experience is used to revisit the concept of word net. It is used to identify significative 2-word
symbols by performing a specific transformation on frequent edges. The resultant transformed word net
appends these 2-word symbols to the original word vocabulary, and allows a specific hierarchical relationship
between them and their component words. The transformed approach also enhances the original coding
scheme to handle these new features. A new technique, called E-G2, approximates a 2-order model on words
that also support specific variants.

Both techniques are studied from empirical and experimental perspectives. Some compressors are also
used to analyze the preprocessing ability of E-G with respect to different compression approaches. Com-
petitive space/time trade-offs are achieved when our approaches are used to compress medium-large size
texts. The best results are achieved when E-G preprocessing is coupled with high-order compressors such as
Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM).
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1. Introduction

The amount of textual information available in digital form has dramatically increased in recent times.
The World Wide Web (WWW) is the most representative example of this evolution. Its approximate size
in the year 2000 was 800 million pages [51], while it currently (August, 2010) comprises around 27.5 billion
pages1. Besides the WWW, there are other environments (such as digital libraries or documental databases)
in which textual information also prevails. This fact implies the existence of large text collections that need to
be effectively represented in order to reduce storage costs, input/output (I/O) overheads and communication
delays. Compression would appear to be a good choice in this scenario.

✩A preliminary version of this article appeared in Proc. 14th International Symposium on String Processing and Information
Retrieval (SPIRE’07), LNCS 4726, pages 14–25, 2007.
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Compression [8] focuses on finding ways to represent actual data in less space [51]. Thus, compressed data
requires less storage space and takes less time to be read from disk or transmitted over a communication link
[6] because of the reduction in the usage of these slow devices. The cost of these achievements is, basically,
the time needed to encode and decode the data, but this is becoming less significant as processor speed is
increasing much faster than disk transfer or net transmission speeds.

These features mean that data compression is a very active area of researching because of its applicability
to some scientific and industrial fields. Nowadays, techniques focused on multimedia are widely studied
for image related applications (such as registration [7] or encryption [14]) or video applications [29], in
where compression techniques have brought about some popular formats. A recent work of Marcelloni and
Vecchio [28] uses compression to address a very important problem arising with large data volumes: power
consumption. They focus on wireless sensor networks and approach a lossy compression technique to limit
data transmission and reception. This paper focuses on the compression of natural language text. This area
has an important difference with respect to the previous ones: it demands lossless compression in order to
exactly retrieve the actual data from its compressed form.

Natural language texts contain information used for general-purpose human communication. Hence,
its structure follows the syntactic rules used to build these communications. People do not view natural
language text messages as character sequences, but as a sequence of clusters of alphabetic characters which
form words. This implies that character-based compression algorithms are rarely able to take advantage of
longer-range correlations existing between words in natural language texts. However, if text compression
algorithms were to use larger units than single characters as the basic storage element, they would be able
to take advantage of these correlations [24]. Following [10], a text file consists of an alphanumeric-string
(words) and punctuation-string (separators) alternation. Thus, a word-based [31, 24] algorithm, in which a
text is regarded as a sequence of words (and separators), is an excellent choice when a natural language text
is compressed, because words reflect the true entropy of the text much better than characters [8].

Statistical and dictionary-based techniques are classically used for text compression. On the one hand,
statistical compressors (see §2.1.1) assign codewords to the symbols by considering their probability in the
text. On the other hand, dictionary-based compressors (see §2.1.2) replace each symbol by a codeword which
maps it in accordance with a dictionary function. However, a third preprocessing-based approach (see §2.1.3)
should be considered in text compression. It is based on specific text transformations whose output is a
more redundant text representation which can effectively be compressed with universal techniques.

The Edge-Guided (E-G) technique, explained in this paper, was originally defined [3] as a preprocessing-
based approach on PPM (Prediction by Partial Matching) [15]. It transforms the original text into a word
net by considering that the information contained in the text does not only depend on single words but also
on the different relationships between them. For example, let us focus our attention on a set of three words
(’you’, ’are’, ’here’) used in a text. If we find a phrase such as “... you are here ...”, we perceive that it is a
statement, but if the phrase is “... are you here ...”, we perceive that it is a question. Although these phrases
transmit different information, they are similarly represented if relationships between them are not taken
into account. Thus, E-G regards a text as a sequence of transitions between adjoining words and outputs an
intermediate representation which can be successfully compressed with universal techniques. The original
work [3] shows how E-G effectively performs in conjunction with a PPM encoder.

This paper explores how this word net metaphor can be represented on a directed graph in which words
are modeled as vertices and directed edges connect them in accordance with their adjoining relationships
in the text. Some features are tested to achieve an efficient implementation which can be used for text
compression. Moreover, a codification scheme is also approached. It uses the information provided in edges
to encode each word in the text, so the preceding word is used as context for its representation. This results
in a 1-order word-based technique (called E-G1) which is used as a preprocessor step for some universal
compressors, extending the scope reached in the original work.

A simple revision of the word net metaphor is also done in this paper. The resultant technique takes
advantage of the information provided in the initial representation to identify, in accordance with specific text
heuristics, all edges which model relevant word transitions. The two vertices connected by each identified
edge are merged in a single one which represents a new 2-word symbol. All 2-word symbols generated in
this process are next appended to the original word net. As a result, a heuristic approximation to a 2-order
word-based technique (called E-G2) is obtained. This is also tested as a preprocessor step for some universal
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compressors, improving effectiveness by performing slightly slower compression and decompression processes
than E-G1 ones.

Both E-G1 and E-G2 perform a byte-oriented encoding of their corresponding word net. Thus, they
transform the original text into a byte-stream which is next compressed using a universal technique. Em-
pirical results show that E-G1+X and E-G2+X (X refers to the compression technique respectively used in the
combination with E-G1 and E-G2) are competitive with respect to other comparable approaches [2, 21, 4].
E-G1+X and E-G2+X excel when X is a high-order compressor (like the previously referred PPM), although both
also improve on the original X effectiveness when this X is a dictionary-based approach. Their space/time
tradeoff is the best choice for the great majority of medium and large size texts used in our experimentation,
achieving improvements up to 4− 6 percentual points with respect to the universal compressors X.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts with a related work review. Next, Section 3
gives a full description of the E-G transformation, and Section 4 details how it is respectively implemented in
E-G1 and E-G2. Section 5 shows an exhaustive empirical study of E-G1 and E-G2, analyzing their space/time
tradeoffs with respect to other similar approaches. Finally, Section 6 concludes and gives perspectives for
future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Basic Concepts of Text Compression

Text compression [8] is focused on identifying and deleting redundant information to achieve a more
compact text representation. Statistical and dictionary-based techniques are traditionally considered for
text compression. Both are described below together with a third approach based on the combination of
text preprocessing and universal compression.

2.1.1. Statistical Compression

Statistical compression techniques comprise two complementary stages of modeling and coding. The
modeling stage obtains a probability text distribution (called model) that is then used as the basis for
codification purposes. The probability of each symbol is based on global text statistics or depends on
a context of several preceding symbols. In turn, the coding stage assigns codewords to each symbol in
accordance with its probability in the model, and uses them to achieve a final compressed text representation.

Modeling. This task firstly requires a definition of what a symbol is considered to be. A symbol is usually a
character, a fixed number of characters or a text word, defined as a maximal sequence of alphanumeric/non-
alphanumeric characters. The set of all different symbols in the text is called alphabet (an alphabet of
words is also referred to as vocabulary in natural language texts). The compression effectiveness is strongly
influenced by the alphabet choice. For example, in natural language texts, a word-based distribution is more
skewed than a character-based one (see §2.2). Hence, a better effectiveness is achieved when a word alphabet
is used instead of a character one.

This modeling task can be carried out in static, semi-static and adaptive ways. This is an important
decision because each method has specific features that are influential in the coding task. (1) Static techniques
assume an average distribution shared by the encoder and the decoder. It achieves poor compression ratios
when data deviates from the initial statistical assumptions. (2) Semi-static techniques do not assume any
data distribution and learn it during a first pass in which the model is built. The text is encoded in
the second pass by replacing each symbol with a fixed codeword assigned in accordance with the model
previously built. The text model must be sent to the decoder in order to synchronize the compression and
decompression processes. (3) Adaptive techniques also start with no information, but progressively learn the
data distribution of the text. They only perform a single pass over the text, and no additional information
is necessary to synchronize compression and decompression processes. Adaptive modeling is a good choice
for general purpose compression programs [6].

Symbol probabilities can be computed by following two different perspectives [37]. On the one hand,
global text statistics are considered. This means that each symbol probability is computed as the ratio
of the number of times the symbol appears to the total number of symbols in the text. These are called
0-order models. On the other hand, symbol probabilities are computed taking into account the context of
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the preceding k symbols; these are called k-order models. When k = 1, the probabilities are based on bigram
statistics or, equivalently, on the context of just one preceding symbol and, similarly, for higher values of k.

Coding. This task is responsible for the final text encoding. It assigns codewords to symbols in accordance
with the probability distribution represented in the model. Whereas static and semi-static approaches assign
a single codeword to each symbol, the adaptive ones use codewords to encode a single symbol in accordance
with the evolution of the model state. Frequent symbols are encoded with short codewords, whereas long
codewords are assigned to infrequent ones. This assignment is carried out to achieve an average codeword
length as close as possible to the lower bound established by the entropy.

The Huffman algorithm [25] constitutes the best known coding technique used for compression purposes.
It is a minimum redundancy code in which variable-bit codewords are assigned to symbols by considering that
the shortest codewords are used to encode the most frequent symbols. On the other hand, the arithmetic

coding [46] is an example of a non-symbolic approach. It represents a text as an interval of real numbers
between 0 and 1, and compression is achieved because symbols with higher probabilities reduce the range
less than symbols with smaller probabilities and hence add fewer bits to the output code [6].

Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) [15] is a statistical compressor based on a k-order modeling. Thus, it
represents character probabilities according to the context given by the k preceding characters, and performs
an arithmetic encoding to represent each symbol in accordance with its corresponding probability. PPM is
an adaptive technique, so its statistics are updated as the compression progresses. The larger k is the more
accurate the statistical model and the better the compression will be. However, more memory and time
will be needed to compress and decompress. To be more precise, PPM uses k + 1 models, of order from 0 to
k, in parallel. It usually compresses by using the k-th order model, unless the character to be compressed
has never been seen in that model. In these cases, it switches to a lower-order model symbol until the
symbol is found and an escape character is emitted each time. The compressor ppmdi [38] is a very effective
implementation of PPM.

2.1.2. Dictionary-based Compression

Following [37], a dictionary-based compression algorithm divides the input text into non-overlapping
substrings (phrases) and replaces them by corresponding bit strings (codewords). The dictionary is the
function which maps phrases to codewords. Thus, dictionary-based methods find a dictionary representation
that allows text size to be minimized in accordance with the performed phrase-codeword mapping.

Dictionary-based compression (sometimes referred to as compression with textual substitution) makes
no distinction between modeling and coding and there are no explicit probabilities associated to phrases
[6]. Even so, these methods comprise two relatively independent stages. On the one hand, a dictionary
construction in which the input substrings are identified as phrases and unique codewords are assigned to
them. On the other hand, in the parsing stage, phrases are replaced by codewords which identify them in
the dictionary, and a compressed text representation is achieved.

Lempel-Ziv (LZ)encoders: LZ77[49] and LZ78[50], are the best-known family of dictionary-based com-
pressors. These methods perform an adaptive policy to construct their dictionary. Depending on the LZ

compressor, different substrings can be chosen as phrases. LZ is a very popular family because it com-
bines good compression ratios with economy of memory and fast compression and decompression speeds.
Compressors such as gzip or p7zip are developed on specific variants of LZ.

Finally, grammar-based methods [26] can also be considered as dictionary-based compressors. They
obtain a free-context grammar from the text in such a way that phrases are represented on a binary hierarchy
that allows a single codeword to be used to represent each phrase. Different heuristics can be used to add
new rules to the grammar as finding the smallest grammar is an NP-hard [13] problem. Re-Pair [27] or
Sequitur [36], among others, are examples of grammar-based compressors.

2.1.3. Preprocessing-based Compression

Abel and Teahan [1] define preprocessing algorithms as reversible transformations which are performed
before the actual compression process during encoding and afterwards during decoding. This means that
these are not compression algorithms themselves. However, they output more redundant text representations
which are then compressed with universal techniques. Thus, preprocessing-based compressors distinguish
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between two independent parts: preprocessing and standard compression algorithms, which are processed
sequentially, one after the other [1].

The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [12] is the best known preprocessing algorithm for compression.
It is a reversible permutation that puts together symbols having the k-th order context (for any k). Local
optimizations over the permuted text achieves results similar to the k-th order compression (for example,
by applying move-to-front followed by Huffman or arithmetic coding). bzip2 is a very popular compressor
developed on the BWT.

2.2. Natural Language Text Modeling and Compression

Natural language texts contain information used by humans for general-purpose communication. Al-
though this information is incredibly rich and varied, it is also predictable. This is mainly based on the fact
that words are the basic units used in human communications.

In this paper, we consider a word as a maximal sequence of alphanumeric characters and a separator as a
sequence of characters (punctuation, separator or other special characters) between every pair of consecutive
words. Thus, following [10], a natural language text file consists of an alternation of words and separators.
Note that about 70%-80% of the separators are single spaces [33].

Word distributions, in natural language texts, are very skewed: there are few words that have very high
frequencies and many words which have low frequencies. This feature is approximated in Zipf’s Law [48, 6].
It attempts to capture the distribution of word frequencies in the text. That is, the relative frequency of
the i-th most frequent word is 1/iθ, for some 1 < θ < 2 (in English texts). On the other hand, the number
of distinct words in a document (referred to as vocabulary) is an important feature in natural language
modeling. Heaps’ law [23, 6] helps to predict the growth of the vocabulary size in natural language texts.
It establishes that the number of different words in a text of n words is O(nβ), for some β between 0.4 and
0.6. Thus, the vocabulary grows sublinearly with the collection size.

Word and separator distributions in natural language suggest some ways to model texts. An obvious
possibility is to consider the different inter-word separators as symbols too, and make a single alphabet for
words and separators. This idea does not take into account the fundamental alternation property suggested
above. In [31, 9] two different alphabets are used: one for words and one for separators. Once it is known
that the text starts with a word or a separator, there is no confusion about which alphabet to use. This
model is called separate alphabets. However, it does not take advantage of the high frequency of single spaces
distribution. As we have previously cited, about 70 − 80% of separators are single spaces, so they can be
treated as by default separators. The spaceless words transformation [33] is based on this idea. Thus, if a
word is followed by a single space, we just encode the word. If not, we encode the word and the separator.
When decoding, we retrieve a word and assume that a single space follows, except if the next symbol is a
separator. Of course, the alternation property does not hold any more, so we have a single alphabet for
words and separators (single space excluded). This variation achieves better compression ratios in reported
experiments, and can be considered as the de facto standard in word-based modeling for English prose [16].

Some traditional compressors have been adapted to perform on word vocabularies. Word-based Huffman

[43] is the most popular one. It holds the original Huffman algorithm features, but regards a text as a
sequence of words and assigns variable-bit codewords to represent them. This word-based Huffman largely
outperforms the traditional character-based one: it achieves around a 25% compression ratio as opposed
to the 65% achieved by the character-based Huffman. This approach is suitable for Information Retrieval
purposes, although decompression and search are not so fast because of the need for bitwise operations. Byte-
oriented codes are very suitable alternatives in this scenario because they allow a more efficient handling of
bytewise operations. Plain Huffman Code [34] is devised from the original Huffman code, whereas Tagged
Huffman Code [34] reserves a flag bit in each byte to outperform the previous one for search purposes.
However, the best competitive space/time tradeoffs in this scenario are achieved with dense codes [20, 11].
We focus on the End-Tagged Dense Code (referred to as ETDC). This technique reserves the first bit of each
byte to flag whether the byte is the last one of its codeword (stopper) or not (continuer). This flag is enough
to ensure that the code is a prefix code regardless of the content of the other 7 bits. In turn, these last 7 bits
of each byte are used for encoding purposes, in such a way that the number of words encoded with 1, 2, 3,
etc., bytes is fixed (128, 1282, 1283 and so on).
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Word-based k-order techniques are also approached from a statistical perspective. They use the previous
few words in the text to predict the upcoming ones [42]. Although there is no problem in creating a character-
based model with a context of 6, 7 or 8 symbols, 3-order word-based models are impractical in time and
memory consumption. A word-based bigram model is proposed in [41]; its results are slightly better than
5-order character-oriented PPM (assuming this maximal context value provides the best performance for PPM).
Skibiński [39] generalizes this class of techniques by extending the character alphabet with long repeated
strings on PPM. Dictionary [18, 44] and preprocessing-based [32] techniques on word vocabularies are also
approached.

Specific text preprocessing algorithms are also considered in some compression techniques. As previ-
ously explained, these perform reversible text transformations based on specific text features. Heuristics
for vocabulary organization, capital letter conversion, End-Of-Line coding or q-gram replacement, among
others, are examples of specific transformations that allow a more compressible text representation to be
achieved. Some of these transformations perform well for some compression techniques, whereas others are
specific for a particular technique. This topic is exhaustively studied in [1, 40]. We emphasize a group
of preprocessing techniques which transform the original text into an intermediate byte-stream which are
then compressed with a universal character-oriented technique. They show a very simple operation based
on word-codeword mapping that assigns a single byte-oriented codeword to each word in the vocabulary.
Thus, large word vocabularies are represented by a set of codewords from the interval [0, 255]. mPPM [2] and
mPPM-2 [4], respectively, perform adaptive and semi-static byte-oriented mappings on ppmdi. In turn, the
semi-static techniques ETDC+X [21] perform an effective mapping on ETDC for its compression with several
techniques, such as bzip2, gzip, or ppmdi.

2.3. Graph-based Modeling for Natural Language Texts

Graph-like structures are a natural way of organizing one’s impressions of a text seen from the perspective
of connections between its simpler constituents of varying granularity [35]. Depending on the application
at hand, text units of various sizes and characteristics can be added as vertices, e.g. single words, word se-
quences, or others. Similarly, it is the application that dictates the type of relations used to draw connections
between any two such vertices.

Graph-based modeling is widely used in several areas of the Natural Language Processing (NLP) field:
novelty detection [22], semantic relation assignment [35], or ranking [30], among others. These approaches
represent the text by means of a graph, in which words (or other text entities with meaningful relations)
are interconnected. Even without any outside knowledge, the order of words in a text provides a means to
construct a connected graph.

TextRank [30] uses a graph representation to build a ranking algorithm. It decides on the importance
of a vertex within a graph, by taking into account global information recursively computed from the entire
graph, rather than relying only on local vertex-specific information. A similar reasoning can be followed for
a variety of natural language processing applications, where knowledge drawn from an entire text is used to
make different decisions. Our approach E-G2 (see §3.5) considers this idea to identify relevant transitions in
the word net.

Lexical attraction for text compression. Word graph-based modeling has also been used in text compression.
Bach and Witten [5] define a text compression scheme based on the lexical attraction [47] concept that
establishes dependency structures based on the co-occurrence of terms in a certain order in the same sentence.
Thus, the lexical attraction of a pair of words is defined as the likelihood that they will appear (in that
order) within the sentence, regardless of how far apart they are. This scheme is able to recognize a linguistic
structure in which a more informed notion of context than simply using the previous few symbols is supported.
An undirected acyclic graph, in which words are defined as vertices and the links between them as edges, is
used to model this scheme. The lexical attraction of two words is estimated by counting their co-occurrences
in the sentences of a corpus and this is represented in edges. This graph is chosen to maximize the lexical
attraction between linked symbols. As it is an O(n5) problem for an n-word sentence, an O(n2) approximate
algorithm is proposed.

Text encoding is carried out on series of linked sentences that are transmitted in the same manner as
1-order word-level PPM, with one important difference: the lexical attraction coder also predicts backwards.
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Results achieved by this technique may be even worse than the 0-order encoder, because the graph encoding
imposes significant overheads – particularly on small corpora. A pruned graph model is suggested to reduce
this overhead: only links to adjacent terms are accepted, so the link structure reflects the natural word order
and the mutual information acquired is the same as in 1-order PPM.

3. The Edge-Guided (E-G) Transformation

3.1. Basic Concepts of Graph Theory

This section covers a brief revision of the basic concepts of Graph Theory [17]. We begin by defining the
general graph notion and its components, vertices and edges, and continue with relevant definitions for our
purpose.

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph G is a pair G(V , E), which consists of a finite set V of vertices (nodes)
and a finite set E of pairs (v, v′), v, v′ ∈ V, which are called edges.

A graph describes a set of connections between objects. Each object is called a vertex or a node and
connections between them are referred to as edges.

Definition 2 (Ordered Pair). An ordered pair is a collection of two objects such that one can be distin-
guished as the first element and the other as the second element. An ordered pair with first element x and
second element y is written as (x, y).

Definition 3 (Digraph). Let V be a set of vertices and E a set of ordered pairs, i.e. a subset of V × V,
called arcs or directed edges. Then, a directed graph or digraph G is an ordered pair G := (V , E) where V is
the set that contains all the vertices of G and E ⊆ V × V is the set which groups all the edges that form G.

Therefore, ordering is significant in an ordered pair and consequently a pair of objects (x, y) is considered
distinct from (y, x), for x 6= y. In Graph Theory, the first vertex in a directed edge is called the source and
the second vertex is called the destination. In this paper, we shall refer to a directed edge as edge. Note
that a directed graph may have several edges between the same two vertices x and y. Such edges are called
multiple edges.

Definition 4 (Ingoing Set). Let G = (V , E) be a directed graph, v ∈ V and v′ ∈ V. The set of edges whose
destination is v ∈ V is defined as D+(v) := {e ∈ E/∃v′ ∈ V : e = (v′, v)}

Definition 5 (Outgoing Set). Let G = (V , E) be a directed graph, v ∈ V and v′ ∈ V. The set of edges
whose source is v ∈ V is defined as D−(v) := {e ∈ E / ∃v′ ∈ V : e = (v, v′)}.

Definition 6 (Degree). The degree of a vertex in a graph is the number of edges connected to it. If the
graph is a directed graph, the in-degree of v ∈ V is the number of edges where v is the destination and the
out-degree of v ∈ V is the number of edges where v is the source, so the degree is the sum of the in-degree
with the out-degree.

Hence the in-degree of v ∈ V is defined by deg+(v) = |D+(v)| and the out-degree of v ∈ V is defined by
deg−(v) = |D−(v)|.

Definition 7 (Walk). A walk in a digraph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges v0, e1, v1,
. . . , en, vn in which each edge ei is (vi−1, vi).

In this case, v0 is called the start vertex and vn the end vertex of the walk. A walk can be represented in a
more concise way just by the edge sequence (< e1, e2, . . . , en >) or by the vertex sequence (< v0, v1, . . . , vn >).
The length of such a walk is the number of occurrences of edges within it (n). We will denote by W(G) the
set of all walks of G. If a walk w exists with x as the start vertex and y as the end vertex, this is represented
by x

w
; y. We will write x ; y when w is not relevant.

Definition 8 (Path). A path is a walk in which all the edges are distinct.
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3.2. Word Net Building

The Edge-Guided (E-G) technique transforms the original text into a word net in which all relationships
between adjoining words are represented. This decision is based on a syntactic/semantic fact of natural
language: all words in a sentence have some relationship to all other words in it (modulo a window size
outside of which this relationship is not taken into account), but the closer two words are to each other, the
stronger their connection tends to be [19].

We establish, for the rest of the paper, that the E-G technique performs on a text T of length n words,
drawn from a vocabulary Σ containing σ different words.

A digraph G := (V , E) is considered to implement the word net in accordance with the following features:

• Each word ωx ∈ Σ is modeled in a vertex globally identified by a non-negative integer value x ∈ [0, σ−1].

• Each transition between two consecutive words ωx and ωy (represented in x and y vertices respectively)
is modeled in an edge (x, y) locally identified in x by a non-negative integer value e ∈ [0, deg−(x)− 1].

• There are no multiple edges in G. If there is more than one transition between two consecutive words
ωx and ωy (represented in x and y vertices respectively) only a single edge, (x, y), is modeled.

The statistical description of all pairs of adjoining words, ωx and ωy, in T is stored in the corresponding
edge (x, y).

This representation can be used in conjunction with all modeling ways considered to represent natural
language texts (see §2.2). Even so, how separators are modeled is an important decision which directly
affects the space/time tradeoff of the E-G technique.

Single Alphabet. A unique graph is used to model T over a single alphabet, which comprises words and
separators. As previously cited, this modeling policy does not consider the alternation property between
words and separators.

This choice is strongly influenced by the vertex which represents the single space. It overloads the model
because of its higher out-degree value. In addition, two adjoining words are never linked by considering that
these are only related with separators. Thus, an E-G modeling, based on the single alphabet, suggests a poor
text representation because it is not able to directly identify correlations between words.

Separate Alphabets. This modeling method uses two different alphabets: words and separators, to handle
the alternation property. It is implemented on two independent graphs for each class of symbols.

It considers word and separator alternation. Thus, T is divided into two parts of the same size that are
modeled in each graph. On the one hand, correlations between words are identified and modeled achieving
a good text representation. On the other hand, the separator representation is also damaged by the single
space symbol. A very frequent edge describes a self-loop in the vertex in which it is represented. This fact
will affect E-G effectiveness because much dispensable information is represented as part of the compressed
result.

Spaceless Words. This is based on a single alphabet in which the single space is excluded. Thus, only a
single graph is required to model T .

Spaceless words is able to take advantage of the positive features of both previous modeling methods.
In addition, it is not damaged by the single space effect. Thus, a better text representation is achieved in
which word relationships are also identified and modeled in order to improve the E-G coding task.

We choose spaceless words to model T on E-G. This decision is made by considering our own experimental
results, which report that the spaceless words choice allows more compact word net representations to be
achieved with respect to separate alphabets (its size is reduced by between 30% and 40%). Taking this into
account, the generic term word is used to refer to both text words and separators in the rest of the paper.

3.3. Word Net Encoding

E-G also considers a specific scheme to directly encode the word net which represents T . As we previously
explained, word transitions are stored in edges which are locally identified in their source vertex. In turn,
the word net can be used as a 1-order model when T is encoded. This scheme distinguishes between graph
and text representation, because the first component is indispensable to encode and retrieve the second one.
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Graph representation. This first component is responsible for encoding all necessary information to rebuild
the word net in the decompressor. This is an indispensable feature for a text compressor by considering
that the original T must be retrieved in decompression. Thus, all different words and transitions need to be
explicitly encoded. Two escape code based functions are used to encode each event. To illustrate them, let
us suppose that ωc ∈ Σ is the last processed word, so the vertex c ∈ V is considered as the current vertex :

NewVertex means that a new vertex v is appended to V . This encoding comprises the escape code V and
the string which represents the word stored in v.

NewEdge points out that a new edge e from the vertex c is appended to E . This encoding comprises the
escape code E and the non-negative integer value which identifies the destination vertex in the word
net.

Text representation. This second component uses the information provided in edges to encode T as a se-
quence of word transitions. A third function (referred to as Follow) is considered for this purpose (c ∈ V
is considered as the current vertex in the same previous conditions):

Follow means that the current word transition is encoded through an existing edge e from the vertex c.
This encoding only requires the non-negative integer which locally identifies e in its source vertex c.

The word net encoding scheme outputs three complementary streams:

• Stext comprises both escape codes (V and E) and non-negative integers encoded in Follow functions.
It is the main stream and plays an “index” role for the decompressor as explained in Algorithm 2.

• Svertex encodes all vertices in V by using the word that these store in. Thus, it concatenates all words
in Σ represented as character sequences ending with ’\0’. The words are sorted in accordance with
their first occurrence in T to be synchronized with respect to V escape codes in Stext.

• Sedge encodes all edges in E by using the non-negative integer which represents their destination vertex.
Edges are sorted following their chronological insertion in E .

These three streams comprise the transformation of T on the E-G features: E-G(T ). This content is
then compressed with a universal technique X, in such a way that the final compressed text representation
is obtained as X(E-G(T )). All details of this process are explained in Section 4.

3.4. Transforming Natural Language Text through a Word Net

A word net, implemented through a graph G := (V , E), is adaptively built as T is processed. Thus,
graph and text representations are coordinated at the same time as the word net is incrementally built and
updated. This can be illustrated with a simple example. We keep c ∈ V as the current vertex (c stores the
word ωc ∈ Σ) and suppose that the word ω is reached. The three following situations can happen:

• ω is reached for the first time. In this case, a vertex v is appended to V for storing this new word, and
a new edge (c, v), from the current vertex, is inserted in E . This edge represents the word transition
followed from ωc to ω. In addition, a NewVertex function is performed, so the V escape code is
added to Stext and ω is encoded in Svertex.

• ω previously appeared (it is stored in v ∈ V), but it was never preceded by ωc. This implies that a
new edge (c, v) must be appended to E to represent this new word transition. A NewEdge function
is used to encode this event. Thus, the E escape code is added to Stext and v is encoded in Sedge.

• ω previously appeared and, at some time, was preceded by the word represented in c. This means
that the edge (c, v) ∈ E , and it is locally identified in c with a non-negative value x. The statistical
information of (c, v) is updated and a Follow function is performed: x is encoded in Stext.
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Algorithm 1 E-G in Compression
1: V ← ∅;
2: E ← ∅;
3: current← StartVertex;
4: while there are more words in T do

5: word← T .parseWord();
6: if word /∈ V then

7: V ← V ∪word;
8: destination ← V .retrieveID(word);
9: edge← (current, destination);
10: E ← E ∪ edge;
11: Stext.encode(V);
12: Svertex.encode(word);
13: else

14: destination← V .retrieveID(word);
15: edge← (current, destination);
16: if edge /∈ E then

17: E ← E ∪ edge;
18: Stext.encode(E);
19: Sedge.encode(destination);
20: else

21: id← E.retrieveID(edge);
22: Stext.encode(id);
23: end if

24: end if

25: E.update(edge);
26: current← destination;
27: end while

Algorithm 2 E-G in Decompression
1: V ← ∅;
2: E ← ∅;
3: current← StartVertex;
4: while there are more symbols in Stext do

5: symbol← Stext.decode();
6: if symbol = V then

7: word← Svertex.decode();
8: V ← V ∪word;
9: destination ← V .retrieveID(word);
10: edge← (current, destination);
11: E ← E ∪ edge;
12: else

13: if symbol = E then

14: destination← Sedge.decode();
15: edge← (current, destination);
16: E ← E ∪ edge;
17: else

18: destination← E.retrieveDestination(current, symbol);
19: end if

20: end if

21: word← V .retrieveWord(destination);
22: T .write(word);
23: E.update(edge);
24: current← destination;
25: end while

Although graph and text representations were originally defined as independent components, both per-
form in a coordinated way. Note that when a new word or transition is found in T , the transition followed
by the current vertex is respectively embedded in the codification associated with the NewVertex and
NewEdge functions.

Algorithm 1 formalizes the E-G transformation inside a compression process. First, an empty graph G
is considered to build a word net: V and E sets are initialized to ∅. Additionally, a StartVertex value is
assigned to the current vertex to indicate that no edges are appended to E when the next word is processed.
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A loop structure covers all T processing. A single word is parsed each time:

• word /∈ V means that word is reached for the first time in T . A NewVertex function is performed.
Lines 7 − 10 firstly append the new vertex destination to V and the new edge (current, destination)
to E . Additionally, lines 11− 12 encodes the “new word” event as previously explained.

• The vertex identifier destination is retrieved if word ∈ V (line 14). We test if the edge ← (current,
destination) exists in E . If edge /∈ E , a NewEdge function is performed. The edge is appended (line
17) and the event “new transition” is encoded (line 18 − 19). If edge ∈ E , its local identifier (id), in
the current vertex, is retrieved and encoded with a Follow function.

Two operations are executed to finish each iteration. First (line 25) updates the statistical information of
the edge used to encode the current word. Next (line 26), the destination vertex evolves to play the current
role for the next iteration.

Algorithm 2 formalizes the E-G transformation inside a decompression process. It is symmetrical with
respect to the compression process previously described. Lines 1−3 initialize G and current as in Algorithm
1. The main loop iterates over Stext, reading one symbol each time:

• If symbol = V, a NewVertex function needs to be performed. The corresponding new word is firstly
decoded from Svertex (line 7) and a new vertex is next appended to V with destination identifier (lines
8− 9). Additionally, the new edge (current, destination) is appended to E (lines 10− 11).

• If symbol = E, a NewEdge function needs to be performed. The destination identifier is decoded
from Sedge (line 14), and the new edge (current, destination) is appended to E (lines 15− 16).

• Otherwise, symbol stores the local edge identifier in the current vertex. The corresponding destination
vertex is retrieved (line 18).

At this point, destination records the vertex identifier where the current word is stored. This value is
used to retrieve the word from V , and is then written in the decompressed text (lines 21 − 22). Finally,
statistical edge information is updated and the destination vertex evolves to the current one (lines 23−24).

Example

An example of how algorithm 1 models and encodes T = “for a rose, a rose is a rose” is shown in
figure 1. The function performed in each step is shown under the graph model which represents the current
word net state. A single word is processed in each step, so a specific edge is followed for encoding purposes.
This edge is highlighted and the vertex playing the current role is represented with a dashed line. Each
vertex contains the word that it stores and its global identifier in the word net. In turn, each edge shows
two values (a:b): a represents the local edge identifier and b is the number of times that the edge has been
traversed. Additionally, the state of the streams Stext, Svertex, and Sedge is progressively updated.

The process begins when the first word, “for”, is processed. The word net is currently empty, so a
NewVertex function must be performed (Graph A). A new vertex (identified as 0) is appended to store
“for”. The escape code V is added to Stext, and the word “for” (plus the ending character ’\0’) is encoded
in Sword. No edges are appended because this is the first word in T . This new vertex plays the current role
for the next step. Note that the single space is omitted because this modeling is performed in conjunction
with the spaceless words transformation (see §3.2).

The word “a” is processed (Graph B). This is its first occurrence, so aNewVertex function is performed.
A new vertex (identified as 1) and a new edge (0, 1) are appended. This edge represents the word transition
currently traversed (from “for” to “a”). It is identified in the source vertex as 1, and is initialized with 0
occurrence (this information is represented by the pair 0:1 over the edge). The escape code V and the word
“a” are respectively encoded in Stext and Sword. 1 is the current vertex for the next step.

Similar NewVertex functions are performed for the following words “rose” and “, ” (Graphs C and
D). At this moment, 3 (Graph E) is the current vertex and the word “a” is now processed. This is not its
first occurrence. It is represented in the vertex 1. However, the edge (3, 1) /∈ E , so a NewEdge function
must be performed. As can be seen in Graph E, this new edge (3, 1) is appended to represent the new word
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Figure 1: E-G in compression: word net building and encoding.

transition from “, ” to “a”. The escape code E is added to Stext, and the identifier of the destination vertex
(1) is encoded in Sedge. 1 evolves to the current vertex.

The word “rose” is next processed (Graph F). The edge (1, 2) ∈ E , so a Follow function is performed.
The identifier (1, 2) is retrieved in the source vertex: this is 0. This 0 value is encoded in Stext. Note that a
new occurrence is added to the edge counter.

The process continues with the processing of a new word, “is”, (Graph G) and a new transition between
‘is” and ‘a” (Graph H). Finally the substring of the transition from “a” to “rose” is traversed again
(Graph I), so a new Follow function is performed on the edge (1, 2). The streams Stext ={VVVVE0VE0},
Sword ={for\0 a\0 rose\0 , \0 is\0}, and Sedge ={11} comprise the T representation on E-G. In turn,
these three streams constitute the input for the decompression process.

As explained in Algorithm 2, the decompressor iterates on Stext to rebuild the original word net and
restore the original text from the information that it stores. The decompression process starts by reading
the escape code V from Stext. This means that a new word must be decoded from Sword (in this case, “for”
is retrieved) and a new vertex (identified as 0) is appended to store this word. As can be seen, this step
is symmetric to the step A in the compression process. The next three steps (symmetric to steps B,C,D in
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compression) retrieve and model the words “a”, “rose”, and “, ” by considering that three escape codes V
are decoded in Stext. At this point, we have already decoded the sequence “for a rose, ”. Next, an escape
code E is reached in Stext. The destination vertex must be decoded from Sedge: the value 1 is retrieved, and a
new edge from the current vertex must be inserted. As in step E, in the compression process, the edge (3, 1)
is inserted and the word stored in vertex 1 (“a”) is appended to the decoded stream. The decompression
process continues by decoding the value 1 in Stext, so a Follow function must be performed. In this case,
the edge identified as 1 (in the current vertex) is traversed, so the algorithm evolves from the vertex 1 to
2 and the word “rose” is decoded. The process finishes by performing three additional steps symmetric to
G,H,I in compression. The final decoded stream would make up the original sentence “for a rose, a rose

is a rose”.
This example has shown how the E-G technique models and encodes a text. Seven functions (five for

NewVertex and two for NewEdge) are performed to encode the graph, whereas only two are focused
on the specific text representation. This situation, in which the graph representation is larger than the
text representation, tends to occur for small size texts. Text representation is larger for increasing sizes. It
allows some bits to be saved by considering that Follow functions are less expensive than NewVertex

and NewEdge ones. This feature means that the E-G effectiveness increases for medium-large text sizes as
shown in Section 5.

3.5. Revisiting E-G

The previous word net contains some information that can be used to improve the current text repre-
sentation. E stores all transitions between adjoining words in T , so a statistical description of all 2-words
are implicitly available. A 2-order word-based model could be built from the E-G features, but it would
have a very poor efficiency. Note that high-order word-based models are impractical in time and memory
consumption. Our work is focused on a heuristic-based method that only allows significative 2-words to be
identified, which help to improve effectiveness, paying only a slightly higher cost in efficiency terms. These
2-word symbols are used to obtain an extended vocabulary Σ∗. Additionally, the word structure of these
new symbols are considered in the original word net to approximate a 2-order modeling on words.

Compressors such as Re-Pair [27] or Sequitur [36] use a symbol-pair heuristic to build their grammar
rules. They define different restrictions on a simple fact: a new rule is added if a pair of symbols is seen
at least two times in the text. Sequitur performs this policy in an adaptive fashion, whereas Re-Pair uses
global text statistics to choose the most frequent pair each time. We follow the Re-Pair-based approach to
detect significative 2-word symbols in the word net. It can be easily performed by considering the statistical
information stored in the edges. This process is formalized in the next lemma.

Lemma 1 (2-word symbols detection). Let G = (V , E) be a digraph, x, y ∈ V two vertices of G, such
that e = (x, y) ∈ E. Let v′ /∈ V and

V ′ := V ∪ {v′}

E ′ := E − {(x, y)}

∪ {(v, v′) / (v, x) ∈ D+(x)}

∪ {(v′, v) / (y, v) ∈ D−(y)}

∪ if (y,x)∈E
{(v′, v′)}

Then for G′ := (V ′, E ′) and vi, vj ∈ V it holds that

∃ q ∈ W(G) / vi
q
; vj ⇒ ∃ q′ ∈ W(G′) / vi

q′

; vj

and q′ can be obtained from q by replacing every occurrence of x y in the vertex sequence of q by v′.

Proof 1. If w is exactly x e y or w has no occurrence of e, the result is obviously true. Otherwise, let us
consider the first occurrence of e = (x, y) in w, and let us replace the corresponding vertices x y by v′ in
the vertex sequence. If there is a vertex vi before this x in w, we have (vi, x) in E, so the edge (vi, v

′) is
in E ′ which enables us to build the new walk. Now, if there is a vertex vj after the replaced y, we can also
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guarantee that the edge (v′, vj) ∈ E ′, to get the vertex sequence v′ vj and we can go to the next occurrence of
e = (x, y) in w. Then, we can repeat the same process as with this occurrence of e with respect to its previous
vertex, except if this previous one is v′; in which case, we had exactly the sequence of vertices xyxy in w, so
the edge (y, x) was in E, and we have (v′, v′) in E ′ to connect v′ again. 2

A two-pass process is required to apply lemma 1 on the original word net. Thus, the previous adaptive
preprocessing is tuned into a new semi-static one. The original word net is built in a first pass over T ,
and its statistical information is used to apply lemma 1. Let e be the number of different transitions in E
(e = |E|), and t the total number of transitions in T , then w̄ = e/t is the average number of times that a
transition is followed in T . Lemma 1 is applied to all edges traversed at least w̄ times. Thus, we guarantee
that significative 2-word symbols have, at least, w̄ occurrences in T .

The application of lemma 1 to the original word net results in a transformed graph G′ where 1) edges
representing significative transitions are deleted; 2) vertices storing 2-word symbols are appended; 3) a
“virtual” edge is inserted from each 2-word vertex to the vertex in which its right word is stored. This edge
records the hierarchical relationship existing between the 2-word symbol and its right component word. This
edge is next traversed for encoding purposes to implement a blending mechanism inspired in PPM [15].

Figure 2 illustrates all of these changes for the previous sentence T =“for a rose, a rose is a rose”.
The left graph shows the word net achieved by performing the original features over T . The edge (1, 2), which
has been traversed 3 times in T , is considered to group a significative 2-word symbol: “a rose”. Lemma
1 is applied to this edge. The right graph shows the resulting transformed word net: 1) the edge (1, 2) is
deleted; 2) a new vertex is appended to represent the new 2-word symbol “a rose”, also inserted in Σ; 3)
a “virtual” edge, from this new vertex to its right component, is also appended. It stores the hierarchical
relationship that exists between “a rose” and “rose”. This word net configuration is now used as input to
the coding stage. Note that vertex identifiers are reset because they are re-assigned in the second pass over
T . Besides, links from and to vertices storing 2-word symbols are established in this second pass.

The second pass over T now performs slight modifications in Algorithm 1 to handle 2-word symbols.
These are only related to graph building and representation, but the text is represented in a similar way to
Algorithm 1.

• A new vertex v is appended to V if a 2-word symbol w is reached for the first time. Besides, the edge
(c, v) is inserted from the current vertex c. However, we also need to insert the “virtual” edge from v
to the vertex which stores its right component word. A new function, called NewContext, is defined
to encode all this information. This comprises a third escape code C (which is also encoded in Stext)
and the explicit encoding of each component word by using nested NewVertex and/or NewEdge

functions: 1) if the word component /∈ V , a regular NewVertex function is performed; 2) if the word
component ∈ V , a NewEdge function is performed to refer to the vertex in which it is stored.

• A vertex c plays the current role and it stores a 2-word symbol ωc that groups the words ωcl and ωcr

(respectively stored in cl, cr ∈ V). A word ω is now reached and it is stored in v ∈ V . Let us suppose
that (c, v) /∈ E . The transformed word net allows the encoding of the transition from ωc to ω to be
attempted by traversing the “virtual” edge (c, cr). In this case, the transition is tried to encode by
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Algorithm 3 Blending mechanism
1: current← c;
2: destination← v;
3: edge← (current, destination);
4: if edge /∈ E then

5: tmp← current.outdegree();
6: right← current.getRightComponent();
7: edgev ← (right, destination);
8: if edgev /∈ E then

9: id← E.retrieveID(edgev);
10: Stext.encode(tmp + id);
11: else

12: Stext.encode(E);
13: Sedge.encode(destination);
14: E ← E ∪ edgev;
15: end if

16: E ← E ∪ edge;
17: else

18: id← E.retrieveID(edge);
19: Stext.encode(id);
20: end if

using the edge (cr, v). This blending mechanism, inspired in PPM [15], is described in Algorithm 3. Note
that escape codes are not emitted to switch from a 2-word vertex to a single word one. This event is
implicitly encoded through the counter tmp, which stores the out-degree for the 2-word vertex. The
word net is then updated: the edge (c, v) is always inserted, whereas (cr, v) is inserted if it is not in E .
On the contrary, if (c, v) ∈ E , a Follow function is performed.

These changes are symmetrically included in the decompression process described in Algorithm 2.
Figure 3 shows how T = “for a rose, a rose is a rose” is modeled and encoded on these new

features. The first step (Graph A) is similar to step A in Figure 1. A NewVertex function is performed
to add the word “for” in a new vertex identified as 0. This vertex 0 plays the current role for step B. The
2-word “a rose”, obtained through Lemma 1, is now processed. A NewContext function is performed
and each component word must be independently encoded: neither “a” nor “rose” have been previously
reached, so two independent NewVertex functions are performed. As a result, three vertices are appended
to V : for the words (respectively identified as 1 and 2) and for the 2-word symbol (identified as 3). The edges
(0, 3) (representing the transition traversed) and (3, 1) (modeling the hierarchical relationship between “a
rose” and “rose”) are appended to E . Note that three escape codes (CVV) and the two words (“a”, “rose”)
are respectively encoded in Stext and Svertex. Vertex 3 evolves to the current for the next step.

The word “, ” is processed. This is its first occurrence, so a NewVertex function is performed. Note
a slight difference in the graph with respect to the general case: the edge (2, 4) is also inserted but it is
initialised with no occurrences because it is not really traversed in this step. The three final steps perform
a NewVertex function, and two NewEdge ones under the same commented features.

Summarizing, T is now represented in 6 steps, so we save the encoding of 3 additional functions with
respect to the original approach detailed in Figure 1. As can be seen, the stream Svertex coincides with the
original and Sedge has the same length 2 symbols. In turn, Stext saves 1 symbol with respect to the original
example. Note that we now achieve a more connected word net that allows more Follow functions to be
performed instead of NewEdge ones, so T will require less space to be represented. Taking into account
that the vertices outdegree is not increased with this word net transformation, the rest of the edges are
encoded, in the worst case, with codewords of the same length as in the original word net. Experimentation
shown in Section 5 assesses the improvement for different text collections.

4. Text Compression on Edge-Guided (E-G)

As we previously pointed out, the transformation E-G can be used in conjunction with some universal
compressors to achieve competitive space/time tradeoffs for text compression. Some decisions must be made
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Figure 3: E-G compression on the transformed word net features.

to get an efficient and effective E-G implementation that satisfies these compression purposes. This section
covers them to describe how our approaches E-G1 and E-G2 are finally configured.

4.1. Byte-Oriented Encoding

Fariña, et al. [21] demonstrate that a byte-oriented encoding on ETDC (End-Tagged Dense Code) [20, 11]
is a very useful choice to be used in a preprocessing step to text compression. They approach a set of
compressors ETDC+X, which combines an ETDC-based preprocessing on words (we refer to it as ETDCpre) with
an universal compressor X. An exhaustive statistical study of ETDCpre guarantees ETDC+X opportunities for
text compression.

They firstly compare the frequency of the byte values for ETDCpre with respect to that obtained for the
same text with a bit-oriented arithmetic coder [46]. Whereas the arithmetic-based distribution is rather
homogeneous, the ETDCpre-based one is far from uniform. This shows that the compressed file with ETDCpre
is still compressible with a high-order bit-oriented compressor.

A study of k-order entropy (Hk) is also done. If T is regarded as a sequence of characters, the k-order
modeler gathers statistics of each character by looking at the k preceding characters. This means that a
low-order modeler tends to be unable to capture the correlations between consecutive characters in T . Much
better statistics can be obtained if the order is increased [8], but the number of different contexts grows so
sharply that compression becomes impractical (practical PPM compressors use k between 5 − 10). Taking
into account that the average length of a word (in English texts) is around 5 bytes [8] and the variance is
relatively high, a high-order modeler on characters needs to achieve k near 10 to identify the relationship
between two adjoining words. The same analysis on a text compressed with ETDCpre shows a clear advantage
(bytes are also considered as basic atoms). In this case, the average length for a word is less than 2 bytes
with a low variance. This means that a k-order technique can identify the correlations between consecutive
words with a smaller k value, or capture a longer correlation with a given k.

This study concludes that faster and less sophisticated modelers succeed on texts previously encoded
on ETDC: ETDCpre is a practical demonstration of this conclusion by considering that ETDC+X compressors
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perform as boosters for the universal compressors X. This result can also be applied to represent the stream
Stext obtained as a result of the E-G transformation.
Stext comprises both escape codes and identifiers from edges traversed in Follow functions. Hence, this

sequence of non-negative integers is distributed in [0, deg−max(V) + c− 1], where deg−max(V) is the maximum
out-degree for a vertex in V and c is the number of escape codes used for the graph representation. In the
worst case, deg−max(G) = σ, if a vertex ∈ V stores a word which precedes all words in Σ. This is not a
real assumption in a natural language representation where the single space is excluded. We accept that
deg−max(G) = O(σ), so Stext is distributed in a narrower range than ETDCpre (which takes up all values in
[0, σ − 1]). Besides, E-G represents the text on 1 and 2-order models instead of the 0-order performed on
ETDCpre, so we can achieve more skewed distributions (see §4.3) than ETDCpre, outperforming its effectiveness.

We choose ETDC to encode Stext by considering these features and the previous experience on ETDCpre.
Thus, we have 128 codewords of 1 byte, 1282 of 2 bytes, 1283 of 3 bytes. . . to assign to the escape codes and
the edge identifiers. Both decisions are respectively explained in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 to achieve an effective
mapping for its final universal compression. Additionally, we use another ETDC code to represent the stream
Sedge. In this case, values cover the range [0, σ− 1] with a more homogeneous distribution than Stext. Even
so, a compressible representation is achieved to accomplish an effective E-G implementation.

4.2. Handling and Encoding Escape Codes

Escape codes are commonly used to solve the zero-frequency problem [45]. It arises when the encoder
encounters a symbol in a context where it has never been seen before. In E-G, these situations match the
events handled in the graph representation. Thus, two events cover this problem for E-G:

1. When a word has not previously been seen in the context of T . This event is always encoded with V

in the original word net, whereas the code C is also used in the transformed word net if it is a new
2-word symbol. Both codes are appended to Stext.

2. When a word has not previously been reached from the context of a preceding word. This event is
always encoded with E, in Stext.

Both cases have specific probability distributions which are determined by natural language text features.
In a text with n different words, the number of different transitions has an upper bound of n2. Although,
in practical terms, this limit is never reached, the probability of the second event is larger than the first one
for the original and the transformed word net. With respect to the first event, experimental results show
that the number of codes C used in the transformed word net is a small fraction of V ones (up to 5% for the
texts studied).

Codewords for escape codes are assigned in the same ETDC-based coding performed to represent the edge
identifiers in Stext. We consider a static global mapping that reserves a set of codewords to represent the
escape codes. 1-byte codewords are used for this purposes by considering that escape codes show a larger
significance than the first transition encoded with a 2-byte codeword. Thus, ETDC-codewords <10000000>
and <10000001> are always used to respectively encode the escape codes V and E. The codeword <10000010>

encodes the escape code C for the transformed word net. This decision implies that 126 (for the original
word net) and 125 (for the transformed word net) 1-byte codewords can be used to represent edge identifiers
in Stext.

4.3. Edge-Codeword Assignment

An edge is univocally identified in the context defined by its source vertex. This fact implies that two
edges, (va, vx), (vb, vx) ∈ E , can be identified by the same value because they are represented in the context
played by their corresponding source vertex. Thus, an independent mapping is performed in each vertex of
the word net. Given a vertex x ∈ V , we define its transition vocabulary: νx, as an ordered set where all edges
e = (x, z)/ z ∈ V∧e ∈ E are ranked. This concept plays a key role for the edge-codeword assignment because
it allows independent dictionary functions to be obtained for each vertex, so each edge can be identified by
its ranking in the corresponding transition vocabulary.

The significance of (vx, vy) in νx evolves as the text is read because the information in this transition
vocabulary is dynamically updated each time vx plays the current role. Consequently, an adaptive policy
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is required to hold most significative edges in front places of νx to assign them shorter ETDC codewords
(remember that these identifiers are encoded in Stext). Besides the spatial saving, this assignment policy
outputs a very skewed distribution, where a small subset of bytes used in these codewords shows very
high frequencies. As previously explained, this feature improves the compressibility of this stream with a
high-oriented technique.

Adaptive Ordering of Edges. Transition vocabularies evolve as a text is read by considering the edge traversed
in each step. Adaptive policies are designed to hold the most significative edges in the front places of each
vocabulary. Thus, shorter codewords are assigned to them and more compact text representations are
achieved. We consider two independent policies to sort transition vocabularies:

• The frequency-based policy uses the number of occurrences of each edge to order transition vocabularies.
Thus, the most frequent edges are stored in the front places of their corresponding vocabularies.

• The recency-based policy focuses on locality in T : frequent transitions are evenly distributed in the text,
whereas the occurrences of the uncommon ones tend to be close. This implies that the last traversed
edge is always reordered in the first place of its corresponding vocabulary. Hence, the front places are
occupied by frequent transitions and those which appear in the text fragment being processed at each
moment.

Both policies satisfy the initial requirement as they hold the most significative edges in the front places
of the transitions dictionaries. This allows an effective assignment to be performed. However, their adaptive
behavior adds a heavy overload to the E-G techniques. Although, in practical terms, a great majority of
vertices has a low/medium out-degree, the existence of stopwords damages the efficiency of these policies
because their vertices have a very large out-degree. We consider some heuristics on vertex out-degree to get
an efficient implementation.

Heuristics on Vertex Out-degree. The vertex out-degree, D−(x), counts the number of different edges from v
to all other vertices in which adjoining words in T are represented. Thus, D−(x) is the size of the transition
vocabulary νv. As we have previously mentioned, many vertices have a limited out-degree value, but vertices
which represent stopwords show very large values for D−(x).

Articles, prepositions, and conjunctions are natural candidates for a list of stopwords. Moreover, some
verbs, adverbs, and adjectives could also be included [6]. The outgoing set of these vertices is composed of a
large number of different edges. This fact implies that the great majority shows a low significance and general
codeword assignment policies are not able to contribute with significative improvements. However, when the
previous codeword assignment policies are used, the efficiency of the E-G can be dramatically penalized. We
consider two heuristics on the vertex out-degree to improve E-G efficiency with little cost in effectiveness.

1) We define replacement methods based on the above ordering policies. A value α is fixed as the
maximum size for all transition vocabularies. Thus, a limited word net is allowed and less signficative edges
are constantly replaced. When a vertex reaches the out-degree limit and a new edge needs to be inserted,
the less significative edge is replaced. This fact shows how frequency and recency-based ordering policies can
be used as replacement methods: least-frequently used (LFU) when the least frequent edge is replaced and
least-recently used (LRU) when the edge chosen to replace it is that which has locally been longer without
being followed.

These heuristics try to limit the reordering overhead by using fixed-size transition vocabularies. As can
be seen in Section 5.2, E-G efficiency is largely improved but effectiveness worsens in some cases. This is
because both LFU and LRU methods replace multiple edges that represent transitions used later. Therefore,
the number of different transitions between words increases dramatically and a re-encoding of multiple edges
is required.

Another heuristic is suggested to avoid this when the frequency-based policy is used.
2) The previous limit α is held, but it is now used to distinguish between regular words and stopwords.

On the one hand, we consider as regular words those which are represented in vertices with out-degrees
less than or equal to α. On the other hand, when the vertex out-degree is greater than α, we handle the
word represented in it as a stopword. This fact suggests it is a good idea to define a hybrid approach which
considers independent management policies for each class of words.
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When D−(v) ≤ α, the adaptive policy is used. Therefore, the most frequent transitions are kept in
the front places of their vocabularies and encoded with the shortest codewords. At the moment in which
the vertex out-degree exceeds α, a static policy is adopted. This decision implies that all transitions previ-
ously represented will hold their positions and new transitions identified from this moment are sequentially
appended to their vocabularies.

When this heuristic is compared with the previous LFU one, it shows a similar effectiveness, as can be seen
in Section 5.2. However, efficiency is improved in some cases because edge replacement is not performed.
Therefore, the full word net (in its corresponding original and transformed approaches) is used to model T ,
although the adaptive codeword-edge assignment policy is not used when a word is identified as a stopword.
This simplification implies a small loss in effectiveness, but a competitive performance is gained for the E-G
technique.

All these heuristics are considered in the Update methods pointed out in lines 25 of Algorithm 1 and 23
of Algorithm 2.

4.4. Vertex-Codeword Assignment

As explained in the word net building (see §3.2), each vertex is globally identified by a non-negative
integer value in [0, σ− 1]. Thus, a similar mapping to the one used in generic dictionary-based techniques is
used.

These vertex identifiers are only used in NewEdge functions. Given a vertex v ∈ V , its identifier is
used a maximum of |D+(v)| times (in-degree of v). This upper bound is rarely reached because, in practical
terms, some new edges are implicitly added in NewVertex functions.

Vertex identifiers are represented in Sedge by using ETDC-based codewords: 1-byte codewords are assigned
to the 128 front identifiers, 2-byte codewords to the following 1282, and so on. A semi-static mapping policy,
which represents those vertices with a high in-degree in first places, seems to be the best choice. However,
it implicitly avoids representing text fragments with NewVertex functions and causes a degradation in
effectiveness. We consider the simple static mapping, described in Algorithm 1, in which the codewords are
assigned to the words following the order in which they are discovered in T .

4.5. Vocabulary Encoding

Vocabulary encoding is a common decision when a text compression technique is designed. The E-G word
net is built in advance with text processing, so new words are discovered in a sparse way and are encoded
by performing independent NewVertex functions. This means that escape codes V are appended to Stext
to coordinate the vocabulary encoding (performed in Svertex) with respect to the text processing.
Svertex is compressed as a single stream on PPM [15]. We consider a 6-order ppmdi encoder [38] able to

take advantage of the existing correlation between the characters within the words.

4.6. Joining the Pieces

The five previous subsections offer a detailed explanation of how the word net, which E-G is based on, is
finally encoded as an intermediate representation of the original text. This current subsection only joins all
these “pieces” to obtain two preprocessing-based approaches: E-G1 and E-G2, optimized for text compression.
We first describe both approaches and then detail how they have been implemented.

E-G1 models T on the original word net features. Thus, it performs an adaptive process in which the word
net is simultaneously built and encoded by following the approached scheme. This means that only
two escape codes (V and E) are required to perform the graph representation, so 126 1-byte codewords
are available to encode the most significative edges in transition vocabularies.

E-G2 performs on the transformed word net, so it extends Σ with significative 2-word symbols. E-G2 performs
a semi-static process on two complementary passes over T : 1) the original word net is built and lemma
1 is applied to obtain 2-word symbols from the most significative edges; 2) the transformed word net
is progressively obtained and encoded by considering the additional blending mechanism (defined in
Algorithm 3) to switch from 2-word symbols to its right component word when necessary. In this case,
three escape codes (the previous ones and the code C) are used, so 125 1-byte codewords are available
for the most significative edges in transition vocabularies.
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All approached edge-codeword assignment policies (see §4.3) can be used in both techniques. This means
that each one provides three different variants able to be tuned through the α value:

• E-G
lfu
1;α / E-G

lfu
2;α restrict the maximum vocabulary capacity to α transitions. These use a dynamic

frequency-based ordering and perform an LFU replacement when the transition vocabulary is full.

• E-Glru1;α / E-Glru2;α similar to the previous one, but using a dynamic recency-based ordering and performing
an LRU replacement when the transition vocabulary is full.

• E-G
hybrid
1;α / E-G

hybrid
2;α use non-limited size vocabularies but distinguish between regular words and

stopwords. Thus, these perform a dynamic frequency-based ordering until the vocabulary capacity
exceeds α transitions. A static mapping is adopted from this event: previously represented transitions
hold their position and the new ones are sequentially appended.

α is the key element to handle the space/time tradeoff of both approaches and their variants. As we study
in the evaluation section, high α values tend to improve effectiveness at the expense of less efficient com-
pression/decompression, whereas faster processes are performed on low α values because dynamic reordering
involves smaller sets of edges. In this last case, effectiveness is reduced. These features allow E-G techniques
to be adapted to different scopes demanding 1) more efficient processes (eg. real-time applications), or 2)
more compact representations.

Implementation. E-G1 and E-G2 share the main decisions about the final implementation of the word net.
Both distinguish between the structures used for vertices (V) and edges (E).
V uses a vector of σ positions to store all symbols in Σ by following the vertex-codeword assignment

approached. This guarantees access in time O(1) to the information recorded in each vertex. Additionally,
we use a hash table (only in the compression process) to achieve time O(1) for checking word existence (line
6, Algorithm 1). This approach takes space O(σ) and guarantees an efficient handling for V . Note that the
transformed word net demands an additional value to represent the “virtual” edge in those vertices which
store 2-word symbols.
E is represented in a distributed way. Each vertex stores its transition vocabulary on a ranked vector

used as the basis to implement all edge-codeword assignment policies. Each vocabulary takes space O(σ);
in practical terms, the real consumption can be adjusted with O(α). Thus, E takes σO(α) total space. This
solution guarantees logarithmic time for edge insertion and updating, so each reordering step is completed
with little extra time O(α). An additional vector (sorted by destination vertex) is used, only in compression,
to check transition existence (line 16, Algorithm 1) through binary search, so it also takes logarithmic time.

This implementation discovers an important fact in E-G: compression processes demand more resources
than decompression ones to be performed. On the one hand, compression demands more memory and
takes more time to build the word net. Note that each step in compression checks both the word and the
transition existence. It uses additional structures to boost this checking, so more memory is demanded.
Its own checking operations increased compression times. On the other hand, no checks are required in
decompression because all the necessary information to rebuild the word net is explicitly encoded in the
resultant streams. Stext plays an index role to access the other streams by considering that escape codes
flag retrieval operations in Svertex and Sedge. This results in faster lightweight decompression processes by
considering that no additional structures are required to perform them.

Compression Details. E-G1 and E-G2, in their respective variants, have been optimized as preprocessing
techniques for text compression. As explained, these output three streams as an intermediate text represen-
tation.

On the one hand, Svertex is always compressed on a predictive PPM encoder (see §4.5) able to take
advantage of the character correlation within words. On the other hand, different universal techniques X

are considered to compress Stext and Sedge. Both are streams of non-negative integers encoded on ETDC.
The resultant approaches are referred to as E-G1+X and E-G2+X in all of their respective variants. Their
implementation follows [1], so preprocessing is firstly performed, and then the compression algorithm is
run on the resultant streams. The next section analyzes both approaches from empirical and experimental
perspectives.
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5. Experimental Setup

This section shows an exhaustive evaluation of the E-G techniques. We first perform an analytic study of
some features to set up some configurations able to achieve competitive space/time tradeoffs. These are next
analyzed from an experimental perspective in which efficiency and effectiveness are focused on. We choose,
from empirical and experimental results, the better configurations of our techniques to finally compare them
with other approaches.

This study is performed on different text collections from TREC2. On the one hand we choose different
size collections of Associated Press Newswire (AP), Wall Street Journal (WSJ) and Ziff Data (ZIFF) from
TREC-3. In order to have a heterogeneous natural language corpora, we consider these three collections
and concatenated files so as to obtain approximately similar subcollection sizes from each one, so the size in
megabytes is approximate. On the other hand, we select the full Congressional Record (CR) and Financial
Times (FT91 to FT94) collections from TREC-4.

The experimental evaluation was performed on the Ubuntu 9.04 - Jaunty Jackalope (kernel 2.6.28-17
generic), running on a computer with Intel Core2Duo P8600@2,40GHz and 4GB of RAM: DDR2-800. Pro-
totypes are developed in C++ and compiled on g++ 4.1.3 with option -O9 and -m32. We consider four
universal compressors X which, together with our approaches, obtain the techniques E-G1+X and E-G2+X:

ppmdi3 implements an effective PPM encoder by handling escape codes on the method D. It reaches a very
competitive effectiveness by joining its high-order modeling with an aritmethic coding.

bzip24 performs on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [12] by using text blocks between 100 − 900
KBytes. A move-to-front transform and a Huffman encoding are accomplished on the original BWT
result. It has intensive compression processes but achieves faster decompression ones.

gzip5 is a classical dictionary-based algorithm developed on the deflate variant of LZ77 [49]. It achieves
good space/time tradeoffs, although its effectiveness is far worse than the rest of these techniques.

p7zip6 is a recent compression suite which became popular on the algorithm LZMA (Lempel-Ziv-Markov
chain-Algorithm). It performs a dictionary-based process built on a specific variant of LZ77 able to
address large memory buffers. It achieves competitive results on very intensive compression processes
and extremely faster decompression ones.

5.1. Empirical study

This section explains an empirical study of the E-G techniques based on the previous experience for ETDC
[21]. We study the k-order entropy (Hk) of each approach to analyze their compression opportunities. These
experiments are performed on software available at the PizzaChili site7.

Following the study for ETDC, we analyze E-G in accordance with the entropy that it achieves as a function
of the number of contexts used for it. Besides, we take into account the fact that a k-order compressor needs
to handle and encode the contexts required to obtain the corresponding entropy. This increases both memory
and storage requirements by considering that each symbol needs to be modeled and encoded. Our study
penalizes each context with logn bits to achieve a more realistic analysis. Figure 4 summarizes features of
all considered variants and compares them with respect to the plain text and the compressed text on ETDC.
We use the text WSJ100, of 100.08MB, and configure our approaches with α = 512. This means that LFU
and LRU variants uses vocabularies of 512 transitions, whereas Hybrid consider those adjoining to more than
512 words as stopwords.

The lefthand figure shows values for all variants E-G1 and compares them to the plain text and ETDC. As
can be seen, the plain text curve grows from k = 6, whereas the other ones tend to establish their evolution.

2http://trec.nist.gov/
3Available at http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/experiments.html
4http://www.bzip.org/
5http://www.gzip.org/
6http://www.7-zip.org
7http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl
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Figure 4: nHk +#contexts× log2(n) values for the text WSJ1000. All E-G approaches are configured with α = 512.

From k = 10, the plain text curve exceeds the other ones. However, the most significative information is
extracted from the front values because the universal techniques tend to perform on values of k less than
10. The minima in the curves shows that the compression is expected to be better for all preprocessing
techniques than for the plain text compression. Besides, this value is achieved for smaller k values, so it
allows more effective compressors to be built at the top of each preprocessing approach. In this respect,
closer values are achieved for the considered techniques, although EGlru1 shows a less competitive behavior.

In turn, EGhybrid1 shows slightly better results than EG
lfu
1 , which are also comparable to the ETDC ones. This

demonstrates that our approaches can reach effectiveness results close to the ETDC ones shown in [21].
This previous study promotes LFU and Hybrid policies, so we discard LRU in the following analysis. The

righthand figure compares E-G1 and E-G2 approaches. All describe a similar behavior, but E-G2 achieves
smaller minima values. It demonstrates that E-G2 based techniques are able to improve the effectiveness of
E-G1 ones, as we show in the next section.

5.2. Experimental study

This section analyzes experimental results of both techniques E-G1 and E-G2 performing on their variants
with different α values. We firstly omit the LRU-based variants by considering their empirical features in
accordance with the previous results. Even so, Figure 6 comprises some results to justify this decision.

E-G1. We first study E-G1 features on variants LFU and Hybrid. We show results for α = 64 and α = 512
because they cover the set of values which achieve the best space/time tradeoffs. Small values result in faster
processes but less competitive effectiveness, while large ones perform more intensive processes to improve,
in some cases, the current effectiveness. Even so, we also study α = ∞, because the LFU and the Hybrid

performances converge for this value by considering that it neither restricts transition vocabulary sizes nor
distinguishes between regular words and stopwords.

Table 1 shows results for E-G1+X variants. We consider three different text sizes from WSJ to analyze the
effect of the size in the effectiveness. As can be seen, better compression ratios are achieved, for all variants
and compressors X, when sizes increase. This is explained by Heaps’ law (see §2.2), so it is owing to this
that the impact of the graph representation decreases as the text size grows. We continue this analysis by
adding three complementary texts CR, FT93, and FT94 to achieve a more heterogeneous testing corpora.

We study the edge-codeword assignment policies: 1) E-Glfu1 variants outperform E-G
hybrid
1 ones for ppmdi

and bzip2; 2) E-Ghybrid1 are the most effective variants for the dictionary-based techniques (gzip and p7zip).
Situation 1 is explained by considering that LFU reduces to [0, α− 1] the range of values used for encoding
Stext. This fact outputs a friendly-byte distribution to be compressed with high-order techniques like ppmdi
or bzip2. In turn, situation 2 is directly related to the fixed codeword assignment performed for stopwords.
This decision allows longer phrases to be identified in Stext, but “damages” byte distributions for high-order
techniques by considering that large alphabets in [0, deg−max + c − 1] are required. Both LFU and Hybrid

policies improve their effectiveness when α values are increased for finite values. However, this is not true
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Size E-G
lfu

1,α
+ppmdi E-G

hybrid

1,α
+ppmdi E-G1,∞ E-G

lfu

1,α
+bzip2 E-G

hybrid

1,α
+bzip2 E-G1,∞

Text
(MB)

ppmdi
64 512 64 512 +ppmdi

bzip2
64 512 64 512 +bzip2

WSJ001 1.17 25.61% 25.70% 25.87% 26.18% 26.05% 26.00% 27.45% 27.52% 27.68% 28.08% 27.91% 27.87%
WSJ010 10.02 25.42% 22.99% 22.99% 23.57% 23.32% 23.14% 26.92% 24.56% 24.59% 25.06% 24.76% 24.68%
WSJ100 100.08 25.40% 21.56% 21.35% 22.23% 21.72% 21.40% 26.86% 23.07% 22.88% 23.68% 23.11% 22.90%
CR 48.72 22.42% 19.74% 19.68% 20.15% 19.82% 19.88% 24.14% 21.20% 21.10% 21.56% 21.15% 21.29%
FT93 188.43 23.55% 19.98% 19.69% 20.44% 19.92% 19.64% 25.32% 21.48% 21.13% 21.89% 21.29% 21.06%
FT94 194.34 23.55% 19.95% 19.60% 20.41% 19.85% 19.56% 25.27% 21.40% 21.02% 21.81% 21.20% 20.97%

Size E-G
lfu

1,α
+gzip E-G

hybrid

1,α
+gzip E-G1,∞ E-G

lfu

1,α
+p7zip E-G

hybrid

1,α
+p7zip E-G1,∞

Text
(MB)

gzip
64 512 64 512 +gzip

bzip2
64 512 64 512 +p7zip

WSJ001 1.17 37.07% 30.55% 30.16% 30.49% 30.22% 30.10% 29.00% 28.03% 28.03% 28.25% 28.07% 28.04%
WSJ010 10.02 37.13% 27.67% 26.65% 27.02% 26.59% 26.25% 26.00% 24.28% 24.21% 24.46% 24.27% 24.21%
WSJ100 100.08 37.24% 26.05% 24.45% 24.71% 24.07% 23.57% 25.38% 21.85% 21.81% 21.97% 21.68% 21.67%
CR 48.72 33.29% 23.50% 22.34% 22.30% 21.87% 21.97% 22.93% 20.12% 20.20% 20.08% 19.89% 20.27%
FT93 188.43 34.21% 23.98% 22.37% 22.43% 21.82% 21.40% 23.82% 20.19% 20.08% 20.15% 19.78% 19.77%
FT94 194.34 34.21% 23.98% 22.32% 22.41% 21.76% 21.33% 23.75% 20.07% 19.96% 20.04% 19.66% 19.67%

Table 1: Effectiveness of E-G1+X variants.

for α = ∞. Note that this situation means that a dynamic assignment is always performed and no edge
replacements are carried out, so both techniques converge in the same edge-codeword assignment. On the
one hand, E-Glfu1,512+ppmdi and E-G

lfu
1,512+bzip2 respectively outperform E-G

lfu
1,∞+ppmdi and E-G

lfu
1,∞+bzip2 for

many cases. On the other hand, E-Ghybrid1,512 +p7zip surpasses E-Ghybrid1,∞ +p7zip for some texts. Both cases con-
verge in the same explanation: the corresponding heuristic not only boosts compression and decompression
(as we analyze below), but also improves effectiveness in the previous conditions.

In global terms, E-Glfu1 +ppmdi tends to be the best choice, but E-G
hybrid
1 +p7zip achieves very close

effectiveness. Large improvements are respectively achieved, in both cases, with respect to the original
compressors ppmdi and p7zip (up to 4 percentual points for WSJ100 or FT94) except for the small WSJ001
text. Significative improvements are also achieved with the variants on bzip2 (up to 4 percentual points for
FT94) and gzip (compression ratios are reduced up to 13 percentual points for WSJ100), but their global

effectiveness is less competitive than the previous ones. Whereas E-Glfu1 +ppmdi and E-G
hybrid
1 +p7zip achieve

ratios lower than 20% (for the largest files FT93 and FT94), the results for E-Glfu1 +bzip2 are closer to 21%

and E-G
hybrid
1 +gzip ones are larger than 21%.

An efficiency study is carried out to complement these results. We also focus on LFU and Hybrid variants.
Although both perform in the same spatial complexity order, LFU uses less memory, in practical terms,
because it limits transition vocabularies. Figure 5 depicts compression and decompression times for both
variants and compares them with respect to the original performance of ppmdi. The axis X represents the α
value in the form α = 2x. Hybrid tends to be slightly faster than LFU in both processes, but both converge
for α = ∞: E-G1,∞ needs 204 and 186 seconds to perform, respectively, compression and decompression
processes. This situation shows how both variants are competitive for finite α values (when the corresponding
heuristic is considered), but degrades its performance for α =∞. Comparisons with respect to ppmdi support
this statement. As can be seen, ppmdi is always faster in compression; our approaches tends to be slower when
α increases, so their improvement in effectiveness grows with respect to ppmdi. Both variants outperform
ppmdi in decompression up to the most competitive values of α. These results can be extended for the other
considered compressors. Their processes describe the same tendencies as with ppmdi, although their times
are moved in accordance with the specific performance of each compressor.

Figure 6 shows a final comparison on ppmdi to complement the previous analysis. We configure a more
heterogeneous corpora composed of texts from different sizes and collections. We also include the LRU variant
to show its real effectiveness. As can be seen, all variants progressively improve on ppmdi for increasing text
sizes. Whereas ppmdi is the best effective approach for AP001 (1.13 MB), it is therefater beaten by our
approaches and the improvement tends to be larger for each collection from left to right (from small to large
sizes). LRU is never competitive with respect to the others, and LFU achieves the best space/time tradeoff by
considering that it is the best effective choice in many cases and its performance is always more efficient than
that obtained for α =∞. An equivalent analysis is obtained on bzip2, whereas for p7zip the best tradeoff is
achieved by the Hybrid variant. These results show the ability of the E-G to be used as a preprocessing step
for compression purposes. On the one hand, a specific variant can be chosen to achieve an efficient behavior
for some different compression techniques. Besides, the α value allows compression ratios to be adjusted to
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Figure 6: Compression ratios for variants LFU and Hybrid of E-G1+ppmdi and comparison with respect to ppmdi.

the requirements of each application environment. On the other hand, the same α parameter configures the
efficiency of compression/decompression processes to be competitive with different application requirements.

E-G2. This experimentation studies the performance of the transformed word net with significative 2-word
symbols. The resultant techniques have the same spatial complexity order as E-G1, but these need more
memory, in practical terms, to store: 1) the set of vertices used to represent the new 2-word symbols, and 2)
the more connected word net obtained after applying Lemma 1 to significative edges. Time efficiency also
evolves by considering that the E-G2 performs on a semi-static process. The E-G2 compression processes
comprise the word net building and its transformation to be used as the basis for dynamic text encoding.
This fact increases E-G2 compression times up to 60% with respect to E-G1; however, decompression processes
only increase by about 10% with respect to E-G1. This asymmetric behavior means E-G2 as an interesting
approach for scenarios focusing on effectiveness where faster decompression is also desired. As can be seen
in Table 2, E-G2 always outperforms E-G1, and it takes approximately the same decompression times. This
table comprises compression ratios for E-G2+ppmdi and E-G2+p7zip, and compares them with respect to
the corresponding E-G1 techniques to show the gain achieved on the transformed word net. We consider
α = 512 in both cases. In addition, we show results for α = ∞ to analyze how the heuristics affect to the
effectiveness of E-G2.

On the one hand, the LFU variant is still the best choice to be coupled on ppmdi-based compression. It
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Size E-G2,512+ppmdi E-G2,∞ E-G1,512+ppmdi E-G2,512+p7zip E-G2,∞ E-G1,512+p7zipText
(MB) LFU Hybrid +ppmdi LFU Hybrid LFU Hybrid +p7zip LFU Hybrid

AP001 1.13 26.22% 26.42% 26.29% 26.44% 26.58% 28.39% 28.39% 28.38% 28.57% 28.55%
ZIFF010 10.65 21.83% 22.25% 22.00% 22.32% 22.54% 23.06% 23.20% 23.12% 23.43% 23.44%
FT91 14.07 22.64% 23.08% 22.75% 22.74% 23.23% 24.05% 24.10% 23.95% 23.94% 24.14%
AP020 20.24 22.15% 22.52% 22.20% 22.63% 22.81% 23.21% 23.18% 23.10% 23.48% 23.27%
CR 48.72 19.20% 19.56% 19.30% 19.68% 19.82% 19.93% 19.90% 19.88% 20.20% 19.89%
ZIFF60 60.05 20.76% 21.28% 20.90% 21.39% 21.72% 21.44% 21.56% 21.44% 21.91% 21.85%
AP100 100.15 21.07% 21.46% 21.02% 21.70% 21.88% 21.69% 21.56% 21.44% 21.94% 21.60%
FT92 167.32 20.76% 21.16% 20.65% 21.20% 21.57% 21.42% 21.26% 20.98% 21.54% 21.37%
FT94 194.34 19.10% 19.40% 19.01% 19.60% 19.85% 19.71% 19.50% 19.35% 19.96% 19.66%

Table 2: Effectiveness of E-G2+X variants on ppmdi and p7zip.

improves Hybrid in a similar proportion to E-G1. With respect to the α value, E-Glfu2,512 also achieves better

space/time tradeoffs than E-G2,∞ by considering that effectiveness results are very close, whereas E-Glfu2,512

greatly improves the efficiency of E-G2,∞. E-G2+ppmdi compression ratios are 2−3% better than E-G1+ppmdi

ones for the analyzed medium-large size texts. On the other hand, LFU and Hybrid variants achieve similar
effectiveness on p7zip. This means that the LFU variant outputs a more friendly byte stream on E-G2 for
its compression with p7zip. However, ratios obtained with α = ∞ tend to be the better ones, so this
demonstrates that the heuristics are less effective in this case. Even so, slight improvements are achieved as
compression ratios are up to 1.5% better than E-G1+p7zip ones.

These results show how the achievements on E-G2 modeling and encoding better adjust for high-order
compressors than dictionary-based ones. (E-G2+bzip2 results are comparable to E-G2+ppmdi). This means
that E-G preprocessing (both on the original and the transformed word nets) is best effective for this class
of compressors, although it also achieves competitive results on dictionary-based techniques.

5.3. Comparisons

Finally, we analyze our E-G based techniques with respect to other comparable approaches. On the one
hand, we choose preprocessing-based techniques on PPM: mPPM [2], mPPM-2 [4], and ETDC+ppmdi [21]:

mPPM performs in an adaptive way. This means that it progressively builds and updates its dictionary which
has a capacity for 216 words. Thus, all words are encoded with 2 byte-codewords and a recency-based
policy is used to choose which word is replaced when a new word is reached and the dictionary is full.

mPPM-2 comprises a semi-static process: it firstly collects text statistics to build a hierarchy of dictionaries.
The main dictionary is limited to 27 +215 words that are respectively represented with 1 and 2 bytes-
codewords. In addition, a waiting list and 1-occurrence word queue are used to store and encode less
frequent words by considering their features in accordance with the Zipf’s law.

ETDC+ppmdi is also a semi-static technique which first processes the text to extract its word statistics and
next uses them to build a frequency-sorted dictionary. A simple mapping from words to ETDC codewords
allows competitive effectiveness to be achieved on some compression techniques. We choose ppmdi as
the final compressor because it is the most effective option on this preprocessing.

Both mPPM and ETDC+ppmdi are considered as compression boosters because they improve the effiency
and effectiveness features of the compressors used. This means that, from an efficiency perspective, mPPM
and ETDC+ppmdi perform faster compression and decompression processes than all E-G1 and E-G2 variants,
although decompression ones show very close times. In turn, mPPM-2 shows a slightly worse behavior than
the previous ones, so it is always outperformed by the E-G techniques when they perform on a finite α value.

On the other hand, we consider the grammar-based compressor Re-Pair [27]. This decision is taken
considering that the heuristic used by Re-Pair, to build its free-context grammar, is comparable to Lemma
1. Re-Pair recursively groups a pair of symbols if these are adjoining at least 2 times, whereas we obtain
2-symbols when they occur, at least, w̄ times. However, we only extend Σ with 2-word symbols, but
Re-Pair does not limit its maximal length, so it increases the order of its representation with respect to our
transformed word net. We couple Re-Pair8 with a bit-oriented Huffman9.

8Available at www.cbrc.jp/∼rwan/software/restore.html
9http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/∼alistair/mr coder/
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Figure 7: Effectiveness comparison of E-G techniques with respect to equivalent ones.

Figure 7 shows a visual comparison of all these techniques for a heterogeneous corpora made up of the
same texts previously analyzed. We consider E-Glfu1,512 and E-G

lfu
2,512 on ppmdi because these yield the most

competitive results among our approaches.
mPPM (for the smallest text) and mPPM-2 get the best ratios for small and medium text sizes (up to 20MB).

Whereas mPPM-2 and ETDC+ppmdi show a very competitive effectiveness for all text sizes, mPPM is slightly
worse. As can be seen, E-Glfu1,512 is less effective than mPPM-2 and ETDC+ppmdi for medium sizes, although it
outperforms mPPM. However, it is a better choice than all of them for the largest size texts FT92 and FT94.
In turn, Re-Pair+Huffman improves it for these texts. However, it cannot beat E-Glfu2,512, which is the most
effective technique for texts from 20MB. The improvements grow progressively with text sizes and reach
between 1− 2 percentual points with respect to the other techniques.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

E-G based approaches describe specific preprocessing-based techniques for natural language text compres-
sion. The text transformation (word net), which E-G approaches, obtains an effective representation that can
be built in an efficient way through a word-based directed graph. The resultant model gives a 1-order text
representation based on the information provided by the edges in the word net. These edges are dynamically
handled on some heuristics, which allows independent dictionary functions to be performed in each vertex.
Thus, each word transition in the text is encoded by using the local identifier of each edge in its corre-
sponding source vertex. This experience is used to improve the original word net with significative 2-word
symbols. The resultant transformed word net enhances the original features with a hierarchical relationship
between vertices. These “virtual” edges are also used for encoding purposes by considering them as a basis
to implement a blending mechanism based on the PPM one. Both approaches yield competitive space/time
tradeoffs when they are considered as a preprocessing step for a universal compressor. Experimental results
show that E-G techniques perform well on different compressors, but they reach their best performance with
high-order techniques like ppmdi. In general terms, E-G+X techniques are good choices for medium and large
size text compression, improving the X effectiveness up to 4 − 6 percentual points (for ppmdi, bzip2, and
p7zip).

E-G techniques perform on asymmetric processes: decompression tends to be faster than compression
ones. This should be taken into account to improve the current implementation, in order to reach a better
efficiency behavior. We expect that a specialization of the compressor (as a high-order model) and the
decompressor (as a dictionary-based approach which dynamically handles multiple transition dictionaries)
will improve current results. Compression times should be very close to the times required by the universal
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compressors on which E-G operates, whereas decompression should obtain larger improvements than the
current ones (note that we already boost decompression in many cases).

The current results, and previous experiences with grammar-based compressors (like Re-Pair), suggest
a recursive application of Lemma 1 to build high-order word-based models. Taking into account that only
significative 2-word symbols are generated, the problem of building a word-based high-order model can be
studied for time and memory consumption. This would result in a 1-order model on phrases able to take
advantage of the word hierarchy to expand the current blending mechanism. Besides, new heuristics can be
applied to the word net model in order to effectively transform it. We are currently working on a specific
heuristic which enhances the current one with information about the relative significance of each vertex in
the transition. Following the TextRank approach [30], we consider how the in-degree and out-degree values
can affect the evolution of the word net.

In addition to these ideas, we try to develop an ad hoc. compressor on the original and transformed word
net. We think this text representation is also able to be directly used for compression purposes. On the one
hand, a more effective escape codes encoding should be implemented. Note that the graph representation
is mainly performed in the first steps. This means that escape codes are used in a sparse way in the rest
of the process. Thus, shorter codewords should be used to represent escape codes in first steps, but their
length should be increased as the text is processed. This decision allows significative storage space to be
saved. On the other hand, the statistical features of Stext can be encoded in a more effective way. We now
use byte-based codewords that are then compressed with a universal technique, but we expect that a native
bit-oriented statistical encoding should improve current results. A simple implementation of the original
word encoding on Huffman coding feeds our expectations. Its current effectiveness is now very close to the
better results achieved with E-G1+ppmdi. However, their real power is directly related with a word net on
phrases built from a recursive application of Lemma 1 and its possible variations. In both cases, the current
experience on E-G guarantees an efficient behavior which can compete with universal techniques and even
with specific word-based compressors.
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